
“Must have seen it a thousand times.  Never gets old”.  A TV drama line given to a 

farmer after witnessing the birth of a calf.  Walking in Chapel Woods near Braunton 

last week I was surprised by that very sight, a cow nursing its new born calf.  The 

calf was a few hours old and could not yet stand on its own legs.  The mother was 

licking and nuzzling it and making a repeated contented groaning sound as it sought 

to welcome it into the physical world.  It was that contented peaceful sound which 

most struck me.  A vision of harmony and of extreme vulnerability which had a 

timeless and numinous quality; a vision which perhaps takes us back to the nativity 

scene and the animals surrounding and welcoming the baby Jesus, defenceless in 

the stable in Bethlehem.

Contrast this idyllic scene with the mood of our readings today.  In our first reading 

from the Book of Wisdom, the Proud and UnGodly are presented by the writer 

pouring scorn on those who seek to live a Righteous life, and then in the Gospel 

reading we witness the followers of Jesus arguing amongst themselves “who among 

them was the most important?”  We may have also heard in our NT reading, a 

passage from the letter of James in which the writer is critical of the early Christian 

community for their “bitter envy and selfish ambition”, and for their conflicts and 

disputes.

All three passages are linked by their consciousness of a common human 

characteristic, the ease with which we drop into the language of division and of 

differentiation, and the constant desire to be seen as better or superior to the other.   

All three seek to remind us of how, if we are to live in harmony, we need to turn away

from such language and thought, “for perverse thoughts separate people from God”, 

and to instead listen to the timeless Wisdom of our Judeo-Christian tradition.  Such is

the emphasis of the author of the Wisdom of Solomon, who depicts the Ungodly as 

living their lives without any care for others or for their own spiritual destiny, 

despising those who are gentle and holy;  “Let us enjoy the good things that exist, 

and make use of the creation to the full as in youth,… Let us oppress the righteous 

poor man, let us not spare the widow or regard the grey hairs of the aged. But let our

might be our law of right, for what is weak proves itself to be useless.”   It is a 

deliberate caricature, one in which we may perhaps recognise in traces of behaviour 

in our own times,  but a caricature with a teaching purpose , to encourage the 

believer to stay loyal to their tradition “for God created us for incorruption, and made 



us in the image of his own eternity. “  And then in the letter of James, very much 

influenced by the same spiritual tradition as the writer of the Wisdom of Solomon, we

hear that  “The wisdom from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, willing to 

yield, full of mercy and good fruits…. A harvest of righteousness is sown in peace for

those who make peace.” 

Thinking especially about the discussion of the Disciples about who amongst them 

was the greatest.  We do not know what the cause was of the disciples argument 

about “who among them was the greatest?”  Perhaps it was based on the skills they 

had to offer and which of them was most useful to Jesus (as they presumed) 

Perhaps it was a debate as to who was most loyal or closest to Jesus?  Or who 

amongst them was the most holy, who would be first in the Kingdom.   Whatever it 

was, Jesus challenges the disciples’ preoccupation.  The disciples silence in the face

of his questioning could be interpreted in two ways.  Are they embarrassed or does it

reflect the sense that Jesus sees through them? (Remember Adam and Eve’s 

silence in the Garden of Eden)

Either way Jesus’ teaching shows that their preoccupation is irrelevant in the values 

he is seeking to share with them and indeed is an obstacle to knowing his Way.  

Preoccupation with status implies preoccupation with self.  How do I differentiate 

myself from another?  But that preoccupation with self separates us from the divine.  

Their concern with their own wellbeing; their own standing, had taken their focus 

away from what Jesus was saying to them about the path to Calvary.  They still fail 

to understand the true nature of his Way and they were too afraid to ask (is there a 

hint here that perhaps if they did ask and face the truth they would see what this truly

meant for their own lives).  As Jesus said last week unless they were prepared to 

forget themselves (deny themselves) and follow him to the Cross, they could never 

be his true followers or disciples.  

Denying oneself in today’s Gospel means putting aside one’s own ambition and 

status.  What Jesus tells the disciples, tells us, is that rather than rank or worth in 

human terms, servanthood is the mark of a follower, walking in the footsteps of the 

example of the servant Lord Jesus.  Radically Jesus tells them whoever wants to be 

first, must be last and the servant of all.  To be first or last refers not just to 



behaviour, but also to social and political position.  If one is given a position of 

authority it is not for one’s own use but for the service of others or for the 

commonwealth. To emphasise this Jesus takes a child, one who in ancient Jewish 

society has the lowest status and tells the disciples that true discipleship is to be 

willing to welcome this child into their presence, in other words to be unashamed and

unafraid to be associated with those who are without status or power.  But of course,

the Way of the Cross is a way of extreme powerlessness and vulnerability, the very 

opposite of a path of power, the path of the UnGodly.  So welcoming the child also 

indicates a commitment to Jesus’ Way of vulnerability as the Way of the Father. It 

also takes us back to that nativity scene, welcoming the child Jesus into our lives.  

Unfortunately this was a teaching which from the very start the followers of Christ 

struggle with.  In Paul’s first letter to the early Christians in Corinth, written probably 

only twenty years after Jesus death he has to chide them for making their spiritual 

gifts of preaching, healing, prophecy and speaking in tongues as status symbols 

within their fellowship.  He also is concerned that at their meetings when they share 

food together again in their so called Eucharistic fellowship meals are being used to 

display social superiority and gain social advantage.  At the Eucharistic meal as 

Jesus so often illustrated through his teaching, all are welcome to sit with him at his 

table.  And similarly ,in the letter of James we hear of similar divisions.  He quotes 

from the Book of Proverbs , “God opposes the proud but gives grace to the humble’  

Those who are proud take their values from the world and seek to build themselves 

up.  Those who are humble look only to God and his kingdom.


